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1.0 Introduction

The r e l i a b i l i t y of plant control and protection is strongly dependent

on the r e l i a b i l i t y of the plant instrumentation system. The experience from

the operation of nucler power plants has shown that erroneous and

contradictory instrument signals confuse the operator and delay corrective

act ion. The same experience has also shown that about 10% of the to ta l

unplanned shutdowns are due to instrument f a i l u res ' . Plant safety as well as

plant ava i lab i l i t y can be enhanced by improving the r e l i a b i l i t y of instrument

information. Such an improvement can be achieved by using computer systems to

val idate the instrument information provided as input to^plant control and

protection systems.

This paper presents a methodology of.data val idat ion and fau l t .

i den t i f i ca t i on , based on analytic redundancy, for steady-state plant

operation. This work di f fers from previously reported work on analyt ic

redundancy2'3 in that validation of a l l the main parameters of the plant heat-

transport loops is sought by using plant-wide instrument information. An

LMFBR plant is used as a reference, and validation of the following plant

parameters is considered (see also F ig. 1): reactor power (Q), reactor in le t

and outlet coolant temperatures (T I C and To c , respect ively), intermediate heat

exchanger (IHX) i n l e t and out let secondary coolant temperatures (Tj

steam generator feedwater temperature (Tw), steam temperature (T5) and

pressure (Ps) as well as primary, intermediate, and feedwater flows (Gp,

Gw).

2.0 Data Validation and Faul1 Ident i f ica t ion at Steady-State

Data val idat ion and faul t ident i f i ca t ion models that u t i l i z e the

concept of analyt ic redundancy are based on the comparison of redundant direct

(sensor) and analyt ic measurements. Analytic measurements are generated by

the analyt ic models that describe the di f ferent plant operation processes.
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Validatior, of the primary, intermediate, and feedwater flow is first

sought by using local instrumentation information as discussed in Rets. 2 and

3. If validation of one or more of the flow parameters (Gp
(, Gj, G w) fails at

this step, its validation i? sought in the next step where plant-wide

instrument information is used.

All the plant parameters that are considered for validation can be

grouped into a number of sets, such that each of these sets contains a minimum

number of parameters that are sufficient to define the system state. Such a

set is called "minimum system state definition set." From any minimum system

state definition set of measured parameters, analytic measurements can be

generated for all the remaining measured parameters utilizing the analytic

models that describe the system. If all the measurements contained in the

minimum system state definition set ere correct, the analytic measurements of

the remaining parameters generated from this set can be compared with their

direct measurements. If there are direct measurements that are not consistent

with their analytic measurements, the sensors that genera-ted these

measurements must have failed. Thus, the comparison of analytic and direct

measurements provides data validation as well as fault detection and

identification. However, it cannot be assured thafall the direct

measurements contained in a minimum system state definition set are correct if

at least one of the analytic measurements, generated by this set, is not

consistent with its direct (sensor) measurement. Therefore, to validate all

the system parameters, at least one consistent "minimum system validation set"

must exist.' A minimum system validation set is defined as a set that consists

of one minimum system-state--definition set plus one more parameter whose value

can be analytically generated from the minimum system state definition set.

Although for the validation of all system parameters the existence of a

consistent minimum system validation set is a necessary condition, this

condition is not always sufficient. If all the sensors of a minimum data

validation set are stuck at consistent indications, or some of them have

failed such that still consistent indications are obtained, these failures

cannot be identified and any conclusions of validation will be erroneous.

However, since the probability for the occurrence of such an event in a large

numoer of sensors measuring different plant parameters at different parts of

the plant is extremely small, this condition is considered also sufficient.

The assumption that this condition is necessary as well as sufficient, is the
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b sis of the methodology discussed herein for validation of plant-wide data.

However, if it is desired, additional checks can be imposed to strengthen the

sufficiency of this condition.

The analytic models used in this work to generate analytic measurements

from plant-wide instrument information are: (a) the core model, (b) the IHX

model, and (c) the steam generator model. The core model correlates the

parameters: Q, Gp, T I C, T o c, and core reactivity. The IHX model correlates

the parameters: Gp, Tj^, T Q Q , G J , TJ5 and T Q $ . The steam generator mcdel

correlates the parameters: Gj, Tj5, TQ^, G W, T W , T5 and P$.

A minimum state definition set can be defined for the core, the IHX and

the steam generator as a set that consists of the minimum number of parameters

required to define the state of the core, IHX, and steam generator,

respectively. Similarly, a minimum validation set can be defined for the

core, the IHX and the steam generator. Such a set consists of one minimum

state definition set plus one more parameter whose value can be analytically

generated from the minimum core, THX and steam generator state definition set,

respectively. The parameters correlated by one of the analytical models can

be validated if a minimum validation set for tha^ model is determined

regardless of the existence of a minimum validation-set for the whole

system. A minimum core, IHX, and steam generator state definition set

consists of three, four, and five parameters, respectively.

Based on the above discussion, the problem of data validation and fault

detection using plant-wide instrument information is reduced to a search for a

consistent minimum system validation set. To make this search computationally

efficient, the analysis starts with the generation of analytic power

measurements utilizing the primary, intermediate, and water loop parameters.

These analytic measurements and the direct power measurement (from neutron

flux measurements) are compared for consistency. If all of them are

consistent, all the measurements used for their generation are declared valid,

and the search proceeds to the next validation time interval. If all of them

are not consistent, there are three possible cases: three are consistent, twc

are consistent, all are inconsistent. The search proceeds by examining only

the possible minimum validation sets that arise from one of these three

cases. Failure to find a minimum validation set means that either there are

more failed sensor sets than required for validation, or the system is under a

transient.
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In the following sections a systematic search for a minimum system

validation set is discussed. In this discussion, the assumption is made that

validation of the primary, intermediate, and feedwater flows at the local

level has failed (worst case).

2.1 Three Power Measurements Are Consistent

The consistent power measurements can be: (a) Qp, Qj, Qw; (b) Q, Qp,

Qi; (c) Q, Q p, Qw; (d) Q, Qj, Qw; where Qp, Q I f Q w are the analytic power

measurements for the primary, intermediate, and water heat transport systems,

respectively.

If the three analytic power measurements are consistent, the reactor

power as well as the measurements of the remaining system parameters (used to

generate the analytic power measurements) are declared valid and the sensors

that provide the direct power measurements are declared failed.

If the set Q, Qp, Qj is consistent, the reactor power as well as the

measurements of the parameters Gp, T I C, TQQ, G W , T J S , T Q S are declared

valid. Since the Qw measurement is wrong, at least'one set of sensors from

those measuring the parameters Gw, T w, Ps, T s must have failed. The

measurements of these parameters can be validated only if a minimum steam

generator validation set exists, i.e., only if one of the sets resulting from

the combination of the seven measurements Gj, Tj5, T05, Gw, T w, Ps, Ts by five

is consistent.

If the set Q, Q p / Q w is consistent, the reactor power as well as the

parameters Gp, T I C, T Q C , G W , T W , P S, and I s are declared valid. These

parameters are sufficient to validate all the system parameters even if all

the sensor sets that measure the parameters Gj„ Tj S, TQS have failed. In

other words, these validated parameters form a system validation set.

Finally, if the measurements Q, Qj, and Qw are consistent, the reactor

pcwer as well as the parameters Gj, T I S, T o s and Gw, Tw, Ps, T s are declared

valid. The primary heat transport (PHT) system parameters Gp, T I C, T Q C , can

be validated only if a minimum core validation set exists, i.e., if no more

than two sensor sets have failed from those measuring these parameters.
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2.2 Two Power Measurements are Consistent

Two cases arise: (a) two analytic power measurements are consistent,

ana (b) the direct power measurement is consistent with one analytic power

measurement. If two analytic power measurements are consistent, the search

for a minimum system validation set is the same as if three power measurements

are consistent and only two of them are analytic (Section 2.1). If the direct

power measurement and one analytic power measurement are consistent, the

consistent measurements can be: (a) Q and Q • (b) Q and Qj; (c) () and Qw.

If the measurements Q and Qp are consistent, the reactor power as well

as the parameters Gp, Tj£, and TQQ are declared valid. Also, the direct

measurement of at least one intermediate heat transport (IHT) loop and one

water loop parameter must be faulty. If from the direct Gj, T ^ , T Q $

measurements only one is faulty, a minimum IHX validation set should exist.

If such a set is found, the steam generator parameters can be only validated

if a minimum steam generator validation set exists. If such a set is not

found, two or all of the Gj, Tj5, T Q $ direct measurements are faulty.

If only two of the direct Gj, Tj£, TQ5 measurements are faulty, one IHX

minimum state definition set should exist that consists of correct

measurements. Also, if only one of the direct Gw, t w, Ps, Ts measurements is

faulty, the measurements of the IHT system parameters generated by this IHX

minimum state definition set, and the correct direct measurements of the water

loop parameters should form a minimum steam generator validation set that

provides validation of all the Ii-iT and water loop parameters. If a minimum

steam generator validation set is not found, either all the direct Gj, TJJ,

TQJ measurements are fauityor from the direct Gw, T w, Ps, Ts measurements

more than one is faulty or both. In either case no validation can be

achieved.

If the measurements Q and Qj are consistent, the reactor power as well

as the direct measurements of the parameters Gj, T j S , TQS are declared

valid. Also, the direct measurement of at least one PHT loop and one water

loop parameter must be faulty. The PHT and water loop parameters can be

validated only if a minimum core and minimum steam generator validation set,

respectively, exists, i.e., if no more than two sensors sets from those

measuring the PHT system parameters and no more than one sensor set from those

measuring the water loop parameters have failed.
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Finally, if the measurements Q and Qw are consistent, the reactor power

as well as the direct measurements of the parameters Gw, Tw, Ps, T s are

declared valid. If the direct measurements for two of the PHT loop parameters

(Gp, Ti£, T o c) are correct, a minimum core validation set should exist. If

such a set is found the validation of the remaining system parameters proceeds

as in the case whsre the set Q, Q p, Qw was consistent (Section 2.1). If such

a set is not found the analysis proceeds as follows.

If the direct measurement of only one IHT loop parameter is faulty,

since the measurements Gw, T w, Ps, Ts have been validated, a minimum steam

generator validation set should exist. If such a set is found, the validation

of the remaining system parameters proceeds as in the case where the set Q,

Qj, Qw was consistent (Section 2.1). Otherwise, the direct measurements for

two or all of the Gj, Tj5, T Q S parameters are faulty. If only two of the Gj,

Tjc;, TQ5 direct measurements are faulty, there are two hypotheses to be

examined: (1) only one of the direct Gp, T I C, T Q C measurements is faulty, (2)

only two of the direct Gps T J Q , T Q Q measurements are faulty.

If either hypothesis is valid, there should be one minimum steam

generator state definition set that consists of correct measurements. If the

first hypothesis is valid, the analytic measurements generated by this set and

the correct direct measurements of the IHT and PHT loops should form an IHX

minimum validation set that provides validated measurements for all the system

parameters. If the second hypothesis is valid, and if the control rod

position indications are correct, a core minimum validation set should exist,

which again provides validated measurements for all the system parameters.

Finally, if none of these hypotheses is valid, validated measurements for the

PHT and IHT loop parameters cannot be obtained.

2.3 All the Power Measurements are Inconsistent

If all the power measurements (direct and analytic) are inconsistent,

the reactor power cannot be validated through a simple power balance. The

power measurements are generated from the following sets of direct

measurements.

1. Flux Measurements (Direct Power Measurement)

2. Gp, T I C, T o c

3. G{, T I S, T o s

4. Gw, T w, Ps, V
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All the power measurements will be inconsistent if at least three sets

of sensors have failed and no two of them monitor parameters that belong to

the same set of the above direct measurement sets. It can be shown that

validation will fail if more than four sets of sensors have failed. Thus, if

all the power measurements are inconsistent, the search for a minimum system

validation set is confined only to the cases where three or four sets of

sensors may have failed. This search is initiated with the hypothesis that

only three sets of sensors have failed.

2.3.1 Only Three Sets of Sensors Have Failpd

If only three sets of sensors have failed, the elements of one of the

direct measurement sets (Q), (Gp, T I C, T o c ) , (Gj, T I S, T o s ) , (Gw, T w, Ps, Ts)

must all be correct. If the direct power measurement Q is faulty one of the

following cases must be valid.

1. Gw, T w, Ps, Ts are correct: a minimum steam generator validation

set should exist.

2. Gj, Tjg, TQS are correct: a minimum IHX validation set should exist.

3. G T J Q , T Q C are correct: a minimum IHX validation set should exist,

If one of these minimum validation sets is found, two analytic power

measurements are consistent and the analysis for validation of the remaining

system parameters proceeds as discussed in Section 2.2.

If none of these minimum validation sets is found, and if the

hypothesis that only three sets of sensors have failed is valid, the direct

power measurement should be correct, and only one element in each of the

direct measurement sets:' (a) (Gp5 T I C, T Q C ) ; (b) (Gj, T I S, T o s ) ; (c) (Gw, Tw,

T s, Ps) must be faulty. If this hypotheses is true, one minimum IHX state

definition set should exist that generates analytic power measurements

consistent with the direct power measurements. To validate the remaining

system parameters, the analysis proceeds as in Section 2.1. If none of the

analytic power measurements is consistent with its direct measurement, at

least four sensor sets must have failed. The analysis proceeds with the

hypothesis that only four sensor sets have failed.

2.3.2 Only Four Sensor Sets Have Failed

If only four sensor sets have failed, and all the power measurements

are inconsistent, the direct power measurement is either faulty or correct.
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The analysis starts with the hypothesis that the direct power measurement is

faulty.

2.3.2.1 Only Four Sensor Sets Have Failed - The Direct Power Measurement is
Faulty

There are five possible cases, i.e., the additional faulty measurements

are:

1. Two in Che IHT loop and one in the water loop (none in the PHT

loop)

2. Two in the PHT loop and one in the water loop (none in the

intermediate loop)

3. Two in the PHT loop and one in the IHT loop (none in the water

loop)

4. One in the PHT loop and two in the IHT loop (none in tne water

loop)

5. One in each loop.

The analysis proceeds by examining each of the above cases, with the

order they are listed.

All the Direct PHT Loop Measurements'are Correct. If this case is

valid, a minimum IHX state definition set should exist that consists of

correct measurements (Gp, Tj£, T Q $ plus the correct IHT loop measurement).

From this set analytic measurements for the remaining IHT loop parameters can

be generated. The correct IHT loop measurements (one direct and two analytic)

and the three correct water loop measurements should constitute a minimum

steam generator validation set that leads to validated measurements for all

the system parameters.

All the Direct IHT Loop Measurements are Correct. If this case is

valid, a minimum steam generator validation set should exist (Gj, T I S, Tgs

plus the three correct water loop measurements). To validate the remaining

system parameters the analysis proceeds as discussed in Section 2.1.

All the Direct Water Loop Measurements are Correct. If this case is

valid, again a minimum steam generator validation set should exist (Gw, Tw,

Ps, Ts plus the two correct IHT loop measurements). The analysis proceeds as

discussed in Section 2.3.1.



All the Direct Water Loop Measurements are Correct (Two Failures in the

IHT Loop). If all the water loop measurements are correct, the analytic power

measurement generated by them should also be correct. Since it has been

assumed that two of the PHT loop direct measurements are correct, this

analytic power measurement can be used to generate the PHT loop measurement

sets: (Gp, T I C, T 0 C
A ) , (Gp, T I C \ T o c ) , (G p\ T I C, T o c ) . The superscript A

denotes analytic measurement. One of these sets should contain correct

measurements. This set and the IHT loop measurement that is also correct can

be used in the IHX model to generate analytic measurements for the remaining

IHT loop parameters. Finally, these IHT measurements and the measurements of

the water loop parameters should form a steam generator validation set.

One Failure in Each Loop. If only one direct measurement is faulty in

each loop-parameter set, there should be one IHX minimum state definition set

and one minimum steam generator state definition set that consist of correct

measurements. The analytic measurements generated by these two sets for the

IHT loop parameters should be consistent.

If no pair of consistent minimum IHX and steam generator state

definitions sets are found, the hypothesis that only four sensor sets have

failed and the direct power measurement is faulty, is replaced by the

hypothesis that only four sensor sets have failed and the direct power

measurement is correct.

2.3.2.2. Only Four Sensor Sets Have Failed - The Direct Power Measurement is
Correct

There are two- cases that must be examined: (a) there are two failures

in the PHT loop, one in the IHT loop, and one in the water loop; (b) there is

one failure in the PHT loop, two in the IHT loop, and one in the water loop.

Two Failures in the PHT Loop, One in the IHT Loop, and One in the Water

_Loop_. If only one direct measurement is faulty in the IHT loop and one in the

water loop, there should be one steam generator minimum state definition set

that consists of the remaining correct measurements in these loops. The

analytic power measurement generated by this set should be consistent with the

direct power measurement^ If such a set is found, the analysis proceeds as

discussed in Section 2.1.

One Failure in the PHT Loop, Two in the IHT Loop, and One in the Water

Loop. If from the direct measurements of the PHT loop parameters only one is
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faulty, from the direct power measurement, and the two correct PHT loop

measurements, an analytic measurement can be generated for the PHT loop

parameter whose direct measurement is faulty. The measurements of the PHT

loop parameters generated by this procedure, and the one correct measurement

of the IHT loop parameters form a minimum IHX state definition set. From this

set analytic measurements can be generated for the IHT loop parameters whose

direct measurements are faulty. These analytic measurements, the direct IHT

loop measurement that is correct, and the three water loop measurements that

are also correct should constitute a minimum steam generator validation set.

If such a set exists, validated measurements are obtained for all the system

parameters. If such a set is not found, either more than four sets of sensors

must have failed, and consequently validation is not possible, or the system

is under a transient.

Summary

A methodology has been presented for validation of safety-significant

plant parameter measurements and fault identification dur-ing steady-state

plant operation. This methodology is based on a systematic search for a

minimum system validation set. Assuming that validation of the primary,

intermediate, and feedwater flows at the local level has failed, for the set

of parameter measurements used as a reference, validation can be achieved if

no more than four sets of sensors have failed (each set measures the same

parameter). If more sets have failed, the state of the plant cannot be

determined.
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